CURVACEOUS. TIMELESS. INIMITABLE.

www.tomschneider.co.uk

UNMISTAKABLE
HANDMADE DESIGN
SINCE 1996.

ABOUT TOM SCHNEIDER
For over 20 years, Tom Schneider has been designing
furniture and creating his own innovative production
methods to bring his cur vaceous designs to life. He is
“I enjoy designing freely without limitations of manufacture in mind,
to ensure that my vision is never compromised. The Tom Schneider
brand offers unique style and my home theatre collection has been
created to bring a contemporar y, cur ved flair to the AV market”

passionate about design and strives to create furniture
with a strong sense of movement and individuality following his mantra of ‘Perfectly Cur ved Design’ for
ever y new piece.
The perfect balance between strong visual identity
and effor tless functionality is instantly recognisable
and defines the Home Theatre Collection. Tom’s inspiration often comes from
the beautiful forms in the natural world which spark his creativity. Sleek cur ves,
rich sumptuous woods and meticulous craftsmanship are the hallmarks of his
contemporar y classic creations.

TO M S C H N E I D E R
H O M E T H E AT R E C O L L E C T I O N

Welcome to the new Home Theatre collection. We have taken our unique
signature style, our many years of experience in high-spec functional design and
the in-depth knowledge of the audio visual industr y to bring you an innovative
collection of media cabinets for your home.

Blending unmistakable design and natural wood veneers with features like cable
management, soundbar compatibility and flow through ventilation, the collection
offers a wealth of possibilities, tailored to the most sophisticated media systems.

Find inspiration for your media room and create a perfect balance of aesthetics
and function with a new collection that offers individual, contemporar y style.
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TO M S C H N E I D E R
CRAFTSMANSHIP

At Tom Schneider, furniture is made with passion and produced to the highest
quality. Individually handmade by a team of skilled ar tisans using innovative
production techniques, each item of furniture is carefully crafted to achieve the
perfect cur ved finish.

Unique in the furniture industr y, we have created our own production methods
to allow us to achieve the cur ved shapes that Tom’s contemporar y designs are
renowned for. These techniques mean there is no large scale machiner y used
to produce our furniture. Exper t hands form the shapes using jigs and formers,
each expressly designed to create cur ves that are durable as well as beautiful.

Maintaining our reputation for excellence is a priority, so each item of furniture
is meticulously inspected by a quality control technician before it leaves our
factor y ready to take pride of place in homes across the world.
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TO M S C H N E I D E R
N AT U R A L W O O D

Natural wood is a wonderful material. The variation of grain patterns and
hues between ever y tree creates a stunning visual, no two pieces are ever
the same and this simply adds to the uniqueness of your furniture. We
choose the finest veneers obtained from trees that are clearest of branches
to avoid large knots and blemishes on your furniture.
All our designs are available in a choice of Natural Oak or Walnut.
We’re committed to sourcing woods with due consideration for
environmental issues, using veneers from countries where we can be sure
there is no illegal logging. Using veneer is more ethical than solid wood, as
only a fraction of wood is required to craft each piece of furniture. Veneers
can be laid next to each other seamlessly to create a beautiful flowing finish
that can’t be achieved with solid wood.

OAK
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Oak has a wonderfully strong grain pattern, with distinctive flecks and
the tone can vary from light to mid brown.

WALNUT
Walnut has a beautiful grain character that has more figure variation than most other
woods. Its colour can vary from a light to mid chocolate brown which lightens over time.
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TAPER
The Taper Media Unit’s modern,
sleek design is both stylish and
practical. Standing poised on

Small for TV’s up to 45”
Shown in Walnut
L105 x D40 x H42 cm

tapered legs, this compact media
unit uses clever design to allow for
ventilation. Handmade with natural
wood veneer, it has ample space
for a soundbar, media boxes and
players .
Medium for TV’s up to 55”
Shown in Walnut
L125 x D40 x H42 cm

Handmade

Delivered assembled
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Photo on this page
Taper Media Unit Medium
Shown in Oak with a 50” TV
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Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Large for TV’s up to 60”
Shown in Walnut
L140 x D40 x H42 cm

Natural wood
Detailed dimensions on back pages

CHLOE
The Chloe Media Unit offers a
cur vaceous twist on traditionally
shaped TV units. Its softly cur ving
legs complement the linear lines

Small for TV’s up to 45”
Shown in Walnut
L100 x D40 x H45 cm

perfectly and will house your TV
and media players in a design full of
personality. Cable management will
keep all wires hidden to maintain
the unit’s stylish, minimalist
appearance.
Handmade

Medium for TV’s up to 55”
Shown in Oak
L125 x D40 x H45 cm

Delivered assembled
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Photo on this page
Chloe Media Unit Medium
Shown in Oak with a 50” TV
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Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Large for TV’s up to 65”
Shown in Walnut
L150 x D40 x H45 cm

Natural wood
Detailed dimensions on back pages

SWISH
The Swish Media Unit is a modern,
slimline design with a gently
tapering, enclosed shape. The
smoked glass shelves of the unit
offer enough space for a sound bar
alongside media boxes while the
compact design make it ideal for

Handmade

urban living.
Medium for TV’s up to 50”
Shown in Oak
L120 x D35 x H50 cm

Delivered assembled

Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Photo on this page
Swish Media Unit Medium
Shown in Walnut with a 50” TV
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Natural wood

Safety glass
Large for TV’s up to 60”
Shown in Walnut
L135 x D35 x H50 cm

Slim profile
Detailed dimensions on back pages

CRUZ
The Cruz Media Unit combines
the functionality of ample
storage, space for a soundbar and
media units with an elegant and
contemporar y shape, to elevate

Small for TV’s up to 45”
Shown in Walnut
L100 x D42 x H45 cm

any living space. Toughened smoked
glass provides the perfect accent to
Handmade

this piece and the tapering design
narrows from front to back to
make it corner friendly. Available

Adjustable shelf

in three sizes to complement all
spaces and offer flexible storage
options, Cruz is a delightful
accompaniment to any media set.

Medium for TV’s up to 55”
Shown in Oak
L125 x D42 x H45 cm

Delivered assembled

Soundbar friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Cable friendly

Natural wood

Photo on this page

Cruz Media Unit Medium
Shown in Walnut with a 50” TV
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Large for TV’s up to 65”
Shown in Walnut
L150 x D42 x H45 cm

Safety glass
Detailed dimensions on back pages

GLIDE
The beautifully cur ved Glide
Media Unit has been designed
with cur ved TVs and the
latest technology in mind. This

Handmade

cur vaceous unit mirrors the shape
of all cur ved TVs on the market
and the open smoked glass shelves

Adjustable shelf

provide ample space for soundbars
and a selection of media boxes.

Medium for TV’s up to 50”
Shown in Walnut
L120 x D39 x H50 cm

Delivered assembled

Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Made to order in 8 weeks.

Natural wood

Safety glass

Photo on this page

Glide Media Unit Large
Shown in Walnut with a 50” TV
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Large for TV’s up to 60”
Shown in Walnut
L135 x D42 x H50 cm

Corner friendly
Detailed dimensions on back pages

ELLIPTIC
The Elliptic Deluxe Media Unit
is simple and elegant design, the
cur vaceous, open elliptical shape of
the Elliptic Deluxe unit has an organic

Small for TV’s up to 45”
Shown in Walnut
L100 x D44 x H45 cm

Handmade

quality that will contrast beautifully
with the straight lines of your TV. The
stylish design is complemented by

Adjustable shelf

a toughened glass top and doesn’t
compromise practicality: it has full

Delivered assembled

cable management, built in ventilation
while providing space for a sound bar.
It can also be positioned in corners
to be compatible for a variety of

Medium for TV’s up to 55”
Shown in Oak
L125 x D48 x H45 cm

Soundbar friendly

living spaces.

Cable friendly

Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Natural wood

Safety glass

Photo on this page

Elliptic Deluxe Media Unit Medium
Shown in Walnut with a 50” TV
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Large for TV’s up to 65”
Shown in Walnut
L140 x D48 x H45 cm

Corner friendly
Detailed dimensions on back pages

ELLIPTICAL
The sublime rolling cur ve of the
Elliptical Media Unit makes it
perfect for cur ved TV screens.
The warmth of the wood is

Handmade

harmoniously contrasted with
adjustable smoked glass shelves,
providing enough space for
a soundbar and audio visual
equipment; this attractive unit
can be incorporated into any

Adjustable shelf
Medium for TV’s up to 55”
Shown in Walnut
L125 x D43 x H50 cm

Delivered assembled

contemporar y space.
Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Natural wood

Safety glass

Photo on this page

Elliptical Media Unit Large
Shown in Oak with a 48” TV
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Large for TV’s up to 65”
Shown in Oak
L140 x D44 x H50 cm

Corner friendly
Detailed dimensions on back pages

SURGE
The Surge Media Unit is a stunning
design with a dynamic shape
reminiscent of a cresting wave.
The slender shape is stabilised
with hidden suppor t and has a
ventilated soundbar shelf and space
for media boxes. Clever cable
management maintains the unit’s

Handmade

Medium for TV’s up to 60”
Shown in Oak
L135 x D35 x H50 cm

sleek look resulting in a gorgeous

Delivered assembled

design-led piece that will look
stunning beneath all televisions.

Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Photo on this page

Surge Media Unit Medium
Shown in Walnut with a 55” TV

Natural wood

Safety glass

Large for TV’s up to 65”
Shown in Walnut
L150 x D35 x H50 cm

Slim profile
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Detailed dimensions on back pages

RADIUS
The radius media unit is a
wonderfully playful yet practical
design. Its elegant cur ved front
flows through the sides and
is mirrored at the back, giving
this piece an all round radiating
wow-factor. The fixed shelving
provides space for a soundbar
and audiovisual equipment, it’s
a modern option that perfectly
balances style with practicality.
Handmade

Suitable for TV’s up to 65” in size.

Delivered assembled
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly

Photo on this page

Radius Media Cabinet
Shown in Walnut with a 55” TV
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Radius Media Cabinet for TV’s up to 65”
Shown above in Oak with a 55” TV
L155 x D51 x H50 cm

Natural wood
Detailed dimensions on back pages

UNDULATE
The elegant, undulating cur ves
of the Undulate Media Cabinet
effor tlessly flow from the open
shelves to the deeper cur ves on

Handmade

either side to create a practical
storage solution. This design has
a large platform suitable for TV’s

Adjustable shelf

up to 85” in size, offers adjustable
smoked glass shelves and ample

Delivered assembled

storage space behind concealed
doors.

Soundbar friendly

Cable friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Natural wood

Photo on this page

Safety glass

Undulate Media cabinet
Shown in Walnut with a 65” TV
L198 W49 H45 cm

Soft close doors
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Detailed dimensions on back pages

SWIRL
The Swirl TV Cabinet has an
elegant and eye-catching design
that provides practical storage
with adjustable glass shelves, cable

Handmade

management, ventilation and
effor tless style. Designed with
technology in mind, the small size
can suppor t TV’s up to 60” in size
while the large can house TVs

Adjustable shelf

Medium for TV’s up to 60”
Shown in Oak
L140 x D51 x H50 cm

Delivered assembled

measuring 75”. Available in a choice
of either clear or smoked glass top

Soundbar friendly

and shelves.

Cable friendly
Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Photo on this page

Swirl Media Cabinet Small
Shown in Walnut with a 55” TV

Natural wood

Safety glass

Large for TV’s up to 75”
Shown in Walnut
L180 x D51 x H50 cm

Soft close doors
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Detailed dimensions on back pages

ORBIT
The Orbit Hi-Fi Unit is the ideal
accessor y for the music enthusiast,
it provides the perfect hub for all of
your audio technology. It features
five adjustable smoked glass shelves,
allowing full personalisation of the
space to suit any and all units owned.

Handmade

Each glass shelf is specially shaped to
create flow ventilation on each side

Adjustable shelf

and the back to ensure that each
unit stored will operate in perfect
conditions. With its clever cable

Delivered assembled

management system this unit will
always maintain its slick appearance.

Cable friendly

Usually in stock for fast deliver y.

Natural wood

Safety glass

Photo on this page

Orbit Hi-Fi
Shown in Walnut
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Orbit Hi-Fi
Shown above in Oak
L66 x D55 x H76 cm

Corner friendly
Detailed dimensions on back pages

TAPER 1250

TAPER 1050
1050mm
860mm

1250mm
1080mm

400mm

145mm
975mm
135mm

TAPER 1400
1400mm
1240mm

400mm
145mm

1175mm

420mm

370mm

135mm

850mm

1325mm
370mm

135mm

1050mm

1000mm
507mm

400mm

420mm

1250mm
757mm

400mm

170mm

370mm

400mm
146mm

146mm

190mm

145mm
420mm

CHLOE 1250

CHLOE 1000

450mm

350mm

170mm

450mm

350mm

1200mm
822mm

Chloe Media Table 100cm

Taper Media Table 105cm

Taper Media Unit 125cm

SWISH 1200

CHLOE 1500
1500mm
1007mm

400mm
145mm

146mm

170mm

450mm

350mm

145mm

1126mm
500mm
1010mm

344mm
330mm

350mm

1160mm

420mm

1000mm
150mm

1275mm

145mm
148mm

CRUZ 1250

CRUZ 1000

1350mm
1140mm

350mm

145mm
148mm

Taper Media Unit 140cm

SWISH 1350

1200mm
1010mm

Chloe Media Table 125cm

500mm

344mm

180mm

330mm

1250mm

420mm
150mm

380mm
450mm

180mm

370mm
450mm

Swish Media Unit 120cm

Cruz Media Table 12

Chloe Media Table 150cm

Swish Media Unit 135cm

650mm

Cruz Media Table 100cm

903mm

GLIDE 1200

CRUZ 1500

1200mm

1500mm

1344mm

390mm

436mm

420mm

146mm

146mm

230mm

312mm

300mm

Cruz Media Table 150cm

957mm

250mm

915mm

958mm

1210mm

Glide 1350 media unit

460mm

ELLIPTICAL 1400

1250mm
155mm

442mm
155mm

349mm
257mm

1350mm
1000mm

150mm

170mm

900mm

SURGE 1350

1400mm

425mm

Elliptic Deluxe Media Table 125cm

Elliptic Deluxe Media Table 100cm

700mm

480mm

1400mm

450mm

300mm

418mm

1100mm

ELLIPTICAL 1250

Elliptic Deluxe 1400

170mm

760mm

Glide 1200 media unit

1150mm

450mm
170mm

360mm

480mm
150mm

150mm

760mm

760mm

1250mm

440mm

500mm

500mm

180mm

370mm
450mm

1000mm

152mm

152mm

150mm

Elliptic Deluxe 1250

Elliptic Deluxe 1000

GLIDE 1350

215mm

500mm

155mm

450mm

500mm

155mm

500mm

350mm

160mm
138mm

562mm

1000mm
1000mm
310mm

900mm

1365mm

350mm

465mm

1050mm

1100mm

700mm

1210mm

320mm
300mm

1360mm

900mm

350mm

Elliptical Media Unit 125cm
891mm

Surge Media Unit 135cm

250mm

245mm

Elliptic Deluxe Media Table 140cm

340mm

900mm

Elliptical Media Unit 140cm

RADIUS

SURGE 1500
349mm
257mm

1500mm
1200mm

215mm
500mm

350mm

1550mm

UNDULATE

510mm
125mm

160mm

120mm

180mm

125mm

138mm

490mm

1980mm

500mm

139mm
450mm

120mm
180mm

125mm

222mm

120mm

562mm

1980mm

1350mm

370mm

430mm

Surge Media Unit 150cm

378mm

Undulate Media cabinet 200cm

1005mm

SWIRL 1400

SWIRL 1800
129mm

1800mm

407mm

500mm

414mm

450mm
350mm

194mm

500mm

1300mm

357mm

405mm

380mm

455mm

300mm

585mm

342mm

360mm
390mm
305mm

542mm

480mm

Swirl Media cabinet small 140cm

760mm

500mm

129mm

1230mm

453mm

194mm

129mm

194mm

129mm

548mm

508mm
129mm

194mm

129mm

ORBIT

655mm

505mm

1400mm

407mm

Radius Media Unit

320mm

460mm

Cable management
Ventilation
400mm
375mm

470mm

Orbit Hi-Fi Unit
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Head Office: Rowlandson House - 289-293 Ballards Lane - London - N12 8NP
Tel: +44 20 8446 9700 - Email: info@tomschneider.co.uk

www.tomschneider.co.uk

